IMPORTANT!

Review ALL instructions before beginning assembly. These instructions are provided to avoid problems that may occur from improper assembly or installation. Mayline and/or its distributor are not responsible for failure resulting from improper assembly or installation of this product. Moreover, all warranties are void for failure to follow these assembly instructions.
Mounting Board Installation - Due to the various wall construction methods, it is up to a professional installer to secure the Wall Mounting Board (Y) to the wall with the proper fasteners and/or anchors as required by the wall construction at the desired mounting location. Mayline does not take responsibility for safe, proper fastening.

To Hang Cabinet - Position cabinet so that Mounting Board (A) is above Wall Mounting Board (B) and lower cabinet until Mounting Board (A) and Wall Mounting Board (B) lock together.

Wall Mounting (A) is also assembled to support frame (STESSF72 / 66,STEDSF72). Please refer to AI for STESSF72 / 66,STEDSF72